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Design Principles
Each of the Following principles are a part of a common
thread that informs our work regardless of scale or context

The ecology of the site should be richer after construction
than before construction.

Place

Resources

Construction should be part of a cyclic flow of resources
without waste.

Buildings should
consumers.

Energy

be

energy

providers,

not

just

energy

Use

The result should foster mindfulness of its operation as well
as celebrate its place

Economy

Integrated design creates a synergy between parts, which
allows green design to be more economical than standard
construction.

• • • slosg@slonet.org • • slosustainability.com • • •

San Luis Sustainability Group
Programming & Planning
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Context &
Programming

Sustainable planning implies
connectivity between these
scales of concern:
Phase 5
Shop

Biome

Phase 4
‘Chinampa’

Settlement

Settlement
Pattern

Phase 3
Residence

Compounds

Materials

Bioregion
Elements

Landscape

Complex

Phase 2
Office
Phase 1
Cottage

Land
Planning

Architecture
Artifact
Watershed

Ecotone
Ecosystem

San Luis Sustainability Group (SLOSG) is committed to
contextual planning at multiple scales and cross-disciplinary
practices that combine permaculture, architecture,
landscape design and appropriate technology as shown
in the following examples.

Image: Google Earth

Site
Planning

Trout Farm Complex
Santa Margarita, CA

Other Planning Projects
Planning, design, and permitting of Irony
Works Artist Studios, Big Sur Coast

Program Development for
Brightlife Playschool

Organic, Free-Range Kids
aided by

Sympathetic, knowledgeable Adults
create

Space
Materials
Structure
Natural Elements
Whole Place

Healthy, Balanced Individuals
and

Sustainable Communities

Plan for Hidden Villa

Our facilitation of a collaborative
workshop
of
stakeholders
plus
planning and design studies created a
comprehensive plan for the heart of the
Hidden Villa Foundation. The result, an
enhanced riparian corridor and valley
integrating elements of existing facilities
along with new buildings by SLOSG
and others. Enhanced infrastructure
and visual improvements also express
the core identity of an organic
farm in this open space preserve.
California State University at Monterrey Bay
Monterey Canyon:
largest & richest
submarine canyon in
the continental U.S.

Site
Cold Wind & Fog
Year Round

Context
Summary

Image: Google Earth

Mid Ranch Plan - Hidden Villa Foundation
Los Altos Hills, California

The conversion of Fort
Ord from an amphibious
warfare base to a state
university was begun in
1995. As sustainability
consultants we advised
on recognition of this
1300-acre site’s natural
features and opportunities
for incorporation into the
master plan.

Trout Farm Home/Office Complex
Santa Margarita, California

A Cellular Lattice of Optimized Flows

Concept
Summary

The campus is seen as a holistic entity in
which flows are the generator. Visual flow of
the regenerated dune landscape; thermal flows
in building siting & design; resource flows of
construction & use; cyclic flows of resources
& waste management; flow of time in requiring
flexibility; diverse flows of goods & people via
transportation; flow of knowledge in response
to the academic vision.

San Luis Sustainability Group
Institutional and Commercial

Sustainability has become an integral part of institutional and commercial projects. SLOSG has been
in the forefront of determining what this means. We designed the first net zero energy commercial
scale building in California as well as the first LEED certified building on California’s Central Coast.

Interior of the passively conditioned sanctuary.

Congregation Beth David
Aerial View

Interior of the social hall looking toward the
courtyard.

Image: Google Earth

A commercial scale building with sustainable features should be more comfortable, healthier, aesthetically
pleasing and, contrary to common belief, more economical to build and operate as is the case shown below.
Energy cost of comparable
assembly building that
meets California Energy
code.

Predicted energy cost of
Congregation Beth David
using energy compliance
software.

Predicted performance of Congregation Beth David building
using performance modeling

“The entire building performed beautifully for
the high holy days (held during the height
of the cooling season). We received many
compliments about both the aesthetics and
functioning from the over 600 people who
attended the two services.”
-Mike Blum, Chairman of the design &
construction committee

$31,038

$37,541

17.3%
savings

$6,812
82.3%
savings!

California’s formula driven energy modeling software does
not accurately predict the capability of an optimized Performance modeling as a design aid and careful
construction of passive systems allow a more
passive solar design like this building.
accurate prediction.

Congregation Beth David
San Luis Obispo, CA

Actual performance of Congregation Beth
David building.

Construction costs:
$233 per sq. ft. in
2007

Commissioning the completed building to insure the
user operates the building to its capability enables
the 82% savings shown here.

The first certified LEED Building on the Central Coast

and the First LEED Certified Synagogue in the United States

Other Commercial Scale Projects
Wolken Education Building
Hidden Villa Foundation
Los Altos Hills, CA

“This is probably the most
sustainable commercial building
in California. It is energy
independent, non-toxic, and
built with a high degree of
sustainable materials.”
-Quote from a guide to green
buildings in the bay area
published by the San Francisco
Institute of Architecture in 2006.

San Luis Obispo Botanical
Garden Education Center

Image: Rachel Aljilani

Education Center Plan

Energy reduction by passive design = 73%
Inclusion of photovoltaic panels results in a
net zero energy building on an annual basis.

Heating
8.8

Cooling

Lights
19.5

11.1
0.4

Equipment
7.8 7.0

5.6

0

Photovoltaic
-13

Base case (typical office in Los Altos, CA
Wolken Education Building at Hidden Villa

Meeting Hall

47.2

Total
Energy Use

Net 0
Energy

Integration of
Interpretive Art

The building fosters habitat &
encourages water consciousness

University of Washington, Everett

Level 4
Roof

Level 3
Classrooms
& Offices

All facilities have access to natural Rooms have access to views of the river
lighting via roof monitors and transparent or marsh areas and individual buildings
insulation roofing tuned to the unique have expansion capability.
climate of the area.

Level 2
Everett Washington is the largest U.S. city without a
Major
four year University. This study, which was conducted
Facilities
for the city, illustrates what can be offered to the
Facilities are structured along a covered
state for a university annex: a spectacular riverfront
academic street with river facing quads
site on the location of a burned out saw mill, easy and marsh facing quads.
access, and opportunities for riparian restoration.

Level 1
Infrastructure

Service circulation, receiving and delivery,
shops
and
maintenance
facilities,
laboratory and services for individual
buildings occur here.

Image: Bethany Bandera

San Luis Sustainability Group
Landscape Design & Appropriate Technology

Landscape design and appropriate technology are key elements in providing the connectivity that allows sustainable
design to be effective and affordable.
Landscape Design
FOCUS 1

MEDITERRANEAN BIOME

Landscape design, optimized
resources
and
the
nexus
between interiors, architecture,
and site are all interconnected
in sustainable design. This
connection also reduces costs.

Evergreen Scleropyllous Forests, Scrub of Woodlands. This
unique biome is characterized by a climate of short, mild, wet
winters and long, dry summers.
FOCUS 2

WESTERN CONTINENTAL COAST

Cold upwelling ocean currents along a series of
parallel coastal ranges produce a rich environment
characterized by a microclimate of foggy summers.
FOCUS 3

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA

Los Osos; third in a series of self-similar bayvalley-city configurations, descending in a
scale from north to south; could serve as a
prototype for cities to the north, if developed
sustainably.

SF
Bay
Santa
Clara Valley
Monterey
Salinas Valley
Morro Bay
Los Osos

FOCUS 4

WATERSHED

The Los Osos Valley, Morros and the Irish
Hills drain into Morro Bay at the northern
edge of Los Osos. Morro Bay is the last intact
marine estuary south of Monterey Bay.

FOCUS 5

LOS OSOS

Los Osos, named for its
concentration of grizzly bears
during the 1700’s, is now at
a crossroads in its current
development pattern. If the
community takes a sustainable
development path, it can maintain
and enhance its present amenities.
alley
greenway

reconstructed
water course

FOCUS 6

alley

NEIGHBORHOOD

EXISTING
- distinct but connected
neighborhoods
- automobiles necessary

PROPOSED
- neighborhoods connected to
natural patterns and each other
- diversification of transportation

FOCUS 7

greenway

reconstructed
FOCUS 8
wood framefiberglass insulation
EXISTING
concrete slab

Appropriate technology
Optimizes
the
nexus
between
resources
at
the scale of the site. This
can increase effectiveness
while minimizing the cost of
importing resources.

PROPOSED
- more efficient patterns
- transportation enhanced

STRUCTURE/MATERIAL

- Wood from WA and OR
- fiberglass insulation from Ohio
- high embodied energy

PROPOSED
-more efficient patterns
-transportation enhanced

FOCUS 9

Haggard Ranch, outside San Antonio Texas
Using holistic management planning techniques over a
50 year period has created an ecological oasis from
this former burned out peanut farm.

Appropriate Technology

LOTS & BUILDINGS

EXISTING
- suburban pattern wasteful
- automobiles dominant

Image: Google Earth

DECAY & RECYCLING

Los Osos -- A Sustainable Community in a Sustainable Watershed.
American Institute of Architects and the International Union of Architects
Competition on Sustainable Communities First Place Award -- San Luis
Sustainability Group
25’

cottage
up to
650 sq ft

lot - 100’ x 25’
garden
house
up to
up to
1000 sq ft
2600 sq ft

riparian greenway - 60 ft

SOUTH
living area up to 3250 sq ft

alley street
25’

25’

alley street
25’

Plan
Section

alley street

Dec. 21

cottage &
garage

garden

house

riparian greenway

house

garden

cottage & alley street
garage

The “41” fire, which burned over 40,000 acres in SLO
County, offered an opportunity for the application
of appropriate technology to the regeneration of
landscape and buildings.

Landscape & Appropriate Technology Examples

Residential landscape examples

Haggard Ranch

Milling trees killed in the fire for
construction lumber.
Nexus -- “waste” -- Materials

Utilizing
straw
bales
to
create fire resistant walls and
expressive architectural form

Congregation Beth David

Micro hydro energy production
Nexus -- Water -- Energy

Fire resistant construction
Nexus -- Materials -- Energy

San Luis Sustainability Group
Community and Residential

Our residential scale work has been with a wide variety of housing types
and densities. We have dealt with very strong community context, such
as with this cohousing project, as well as single family houses in a
variety of settings as shown on the adjacent page.

Tierra

Nueva

Cohousing

Community:

Crafts
Studio

G
G

G

27 Units on 5 acres
plus
common house
plus
community orchard &
gardens
plus
playground, crafts building
and
all units are passively
heated and cooled

“Once again we send you
our appreciation for your
design of the container
that holds such great
adventures for us here in
Tierra Nueva Cohousing.”
-Kay & Floyd Tift,
Tierra Nueva residents
G = Garages

Playground
& Retention
Basin

Common
house

Oceano, California

SOUTH

Green
Road

Image: Emily Hagopian

The overall site layout and the flexible building
design encourages individual customization of
interiors and exteriors as much as possible.

G
Community
Garden

G

Image: Google Earth

Mature
Avocado
Grove

Image: Emily Hagopian

Interior of a typical unit

In cohousing, the neighborhood is formed first and physical planning and design follows. If
successful, as in this case, many social and economic advantages are achieved because, to
quote Cohousing Developer Jim Leach:
“Community is the hidden dimension
of sustainability.”

Common house functional relationships

Image: Emily Hagopian

Common house exterior

Common house interior

Other Residential Projects
In addition to multi family and high density, we have designed over 200 single family residences for a variety
of settings. The common elements in all of these projects are passive solar design for heating and cooling
as well as daylighting, strong connection of interiors and exteriors, and honest expression of materials and form.

Image: Joseph Kasperovich

Single Family Residence, Avila Beach, California

‘Tower House’
Oceano, CA
Single Family Residence, Arroyo Grande, California

A 3-story residence on a very
tight urban lot in Oceano, CA

Farm House, Templeton, California

Image: Joseph Kasperovich

Image: Emily Hagopian

Trout Farm Residence, Santa Margarita, California

Anchor Ranch House, Lone Pine, California

This was the first permitted straw bale building in California

San Luis Sustainability Group
Interiors and Artifacts

The design scale that is the most intimate to the majority of users is interior design. We give special attention to this
level of design to achieve an aesthetic that is integrated, powerful, and peaceful.

Image: Emily Hagopian

Design of artifacts that compliment the larger design is also given attention where applicable. This may take the form
of architectural accessories, murals, small auxiliary buildings, trellises, etc.

This mural on the east wall of the Wolken Education Center in Los Altos illustrates the building’s relation to its setting,
the local watershed, and on a regional basis, its relationship to the San Francisco Bay.

Other Interiors and Artifacts

Single Family Residence, Paso Robles, California
Image: Emily Hagopian

Interior stair railing

Entrance gate

Single Family Residence, Templeton, California
Various artifacts and auxiliary buildings

Trellis allowing winter sun and
summer shade with deciduous vines
Interior mandala

Aviary

Workshop and Sculpture

Mural illustrating site context

Zen meditation structure

San Luis Sustainability Group
Research and Development

Sustainable design is a new approach that requires research and development be integral parts of architectural practice.
SLOSG has been in the forefront of research, development, and application of affordability, regional considerations,
passive design, green materials, and water resource issues as they affect sustainable design.
AFFORDABILITY was the key to the
rejuvenation of Camp Ocean Pines
in Cambria, California. This old YMCA
camp had worn out infrastructure
and an extremely low budget for new
buildings. For its transformation into
a local arts and conservation camp
we developed 12 twelve-person
cabins at a very low cost by:
1. Research on camp regulatory and
permitting issues, which streamlined
the process and greatly reduced
fees.
2. Reduction of materials costs by
the use of site milled lumber from
dead trees on site and straw bale
shear walls.
3. Design and construction of a
prototype cabin using a design-build
process costing $50 per square foot.
4. Construction of remaining cabins
with volunteer workshops.

Camp Ocean Pines,
Cambria, California

These efforts have resulted
following SLOSG milestones:
-First

in

the

passive solar building in
California
-First Place Award AIA International
Competition
on
Sustainable
Communities
-First Net Zero energy commercial
building in California
-First LEED certified synagogue in the
United States
-First book on straw bale construction
details for the California Straw Bale
Association
-Selection among the top ten green
architectural firms by Natural Homes
Magazine

C o m m u n i t y
workshop
for
cabin construction
at Camp Ocean
Pines in Cambria
California shown
left.
R a i n w a t e r
c a t c h m e n t
systems
and a
rain garden were
later
installed
at Camp Ocean
Pines through a
similar community
workshop
led
by
SLOSG
in
conjunction with
SLO Green Build’s
Appropriate
Technology
Coalition.

San Luis Sustainability Group has been involved in the development of Passive Design from
its beginning, designing over 200 passive buildings and developing technical publications Poster graphic created by SLOSG for
the American Solar Energy Society.
such as: The Passive Solar Handbook for California for the Energy Commission, The
Passive Solar Architecture Pocket Reference for the International Solar Energy Society,
Passive Solar Architecture: a text book on the subject published by Chelsea Green in 2013.

Other Research and Publications
Sustainable design places a new emphasis on localism with less importation of energy and resources.
SLOSG has been involved in the development of research that allows for this. For example, the N.E.W.
Futures Center project shown below is a conceptual study for the conversion of the obsolete power plant in
Morro Bay to a coastal energy/environmental cultural facility with efforts that allow sustainable approaches
to water use and reclamation as well as sustainable energy production.
Total energy production
of this integrated complex
is potentially equal to the
existing production as a
peaker plant.

All that has been is part of
NEW FUTURES
On this site
The past is uncovered
The present extended &
The future revealed

This new localism requires
a deeper
understanding
of place.
A BRIEF
ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY
OF SANThe
LUIS book
OBISPOshown
COUNTYbelow about
the architectural history of San Luis Obispo called San Luis Obispo Architecture, was
The history of architecture in San Luis Obispo County consists of a sequence of different
resultingthe
from changing
populations,place
economic bases
philosophies. we
produced to educate clients, planners, and politiciansexpressions
about
unique
inandwhich
Introduction
1
are privileged to live and build.
FORMAL
VERNACULAR
EN

We feel this history will be useful to anyone
involved with building in our county. Having
as much knowledge as possible should
allow a better fit to the unique environmental,
community and building traditions that
occur here.

It is our opinion
that sustainable
design is not
just
modern
architecture in
‘green’ clothing,
but
a
new
architecture
for the 21st
century.
The
implications
of this on the
architectural
vocabulary
of
geometry,
history,
and
aesthetics are
explored
in
this book by
SLOSG.

Ken Haggard and Erin Scholl

Expression

20,000 BP - 1772

Sacred Places

20,000+

24

3
MEXICAN

Ranchos

1822 - 1846

70

1900’s - 1920’s

28

Postmodern
European Melange

winerys, public buildings,
offices

8
Public Buildings

religious & educational
facilities

mass produced building
techniques, emphasis on climatic
response, truth of materials

1920’s - 1940’s

Mixture of Styles
romanticised from history

7

INTERLU
ITARY
1945 DE
MIL1940 -

8
MODERN

international school

1939 - present

9

3

2000 - present

Gutter
Not Necessary
for this option

exotic eclectism; spanish,
tudor, gothic, etc.

Private lands taken
into public domain

organic school

Graywater
Overﬂow
to Sewer

Suburban
Development

Rainwater Cistern
w/ Pump

Trophy Vernacular
mansions
residences

Residential Buildings
& Complexes

cohousing, green residences,
landscape regeneration

Graywater
Treatment System

Combining Option 3, which uses harvested
rain water for indoor, non-potable uses, with
direct use of graywater for landscape
irrigation increases the water conservation
advantages of the system.
Beneﬁts

2

Treated Graywater for Indoor Use

4

now Cuesta College, County Services,
Golf Course & SLO Botanical Garden

AL S
IVA
VIV
LS
1980’s - present
RE

GREEN

Option

Rainwater for
non-potable use

OF REV

10

Rainwater Harvesting for Indoor Use

California Bungalow

6

REVIVALS

Camp SLO, Morro Bay
Naval base, Camp Roberts

Government
Bldgs, Movie
Theaters

related to the new
industries of mining,
agriculture and logging

TS
CRAF MAN

Idealized Community Plans

5

Option
Buildings in Wood

5

Public Buildings

Training Camps

many still exist in
San Luis Obispo County

1846 - 1890’s

new materials; brick, cast
iron, milled lumber

Various publications by SLOSG in combination
with SLO Green Build’s Appropriate Technology
committee shown above.

Simple Adobe Buildings

4

50

20

use of indigenous
labor and materials

VICTORIAN

Public Buildings &
Infrastructure

Atascadero colony
and Halcyon

Imported 18th Century
European Patterns

1772 - 1822

(3 such buildings exist in
San Luis Obispo County)

social facilities and
neighborhoods

25

over 50 known village
sites exist in San
Luis Obispo County

SPANISH

Baroque inspired
Mission Churches

result of the
secularization
of the Missions

50

Villages

2

many still exist today

TIME LINE IN YEARS

This summary of the architectural legacy
of our county was done to determine the
most appropriate architectural approach to
the design of new buildings in this unique
place. The question regarding architectural
style is difficult because stylistic labeling
often occurs long after the buildings of a
certain era are built. Therefore, discussion
of style is fraught with terms that are often
more literary than architectural. An overly
literal approach can result in the overuse
of labels and brand names that often have
somewhat of a tenuous basis architecturally
and historically. This is why most architects
prefer the term “expression”, rather than
“style”. However, since many laymen tend
to speak in styles, it is helpful to review
the historical sequence of architectural
expressions that have occurred in this part
of the world, some of which have evolved
from stylistic concerns. Through this review,
style can be approached with more rigor
and depth than solely relying on esoteric
and ill-defined labels.

O US

INDIG

Expression

A review of the Architectural legacy of San
Luis Obispo County reveals 10 expressive
periods of building, shown on the adjacent
chart. Each era, except for the indigenous
period, spans between 25 and 70 years.
Each period is reviewed in relation to two
aspects, formal expression and vernacular
expression. Formal expression, shown on
the left side of the chart, consists of special
buildings and places that are expressive of
the major values of the community. Buildings
of a spiritual nature or community function
are included here. Vernacular expression,
shown on the right side, generally consists
of humbler, more common buildings that are
reflective of everyday use. They are usually
more functional in nature, most commonly
consisting of residences and work-related
structures.

Eﬀectiveness Rating

Combining Option 4, which uses treated
graywater for indoor, non-potable uses, an
additional rainwater harvesting system for
landscape irrigation, and reuse of the leach
ﬁeld to inﬁltrate stormwater makes this 3way combination the most comprehensive.

Beneﬁts

Eﬀectiveness Rating

Reduce
Runoff

Less turbulent ﬂow on your lot
a l l o w s g re a t e r s t o r m w a t e r
capture by directing rainwater
from roof to cistern

6

Reduce
Runoff

Directing stormwater into the
leach ﬁeld reduces community
drainage cost by minimizing
water ﬂowing oﬀ your site

3

Recharge
Ground
Water

Stormwater channeled from
hardscape into the leach ﬁeld
recharges groundwater

3

Recharge
Ground
Water

Stormwater channeled from roof
and hardscape into the leach
ﬁeld recharges groundwater

4

Improve
Water
Quality

First ﬂush and ﬁlter components
i n c re a s e w a t e r q u a l i t y b y
eliminating ground contact and
blocking debris from roof

6

Improve
Water
Quality

A Filter system improves water
quality by active treatment of
graywater

8

Conserve
Water

Harvested rainwater via the
cistern reduces the use of
potable water for non-potable
indoor uses

Conserve
Water

Constant source of water via
graywater allows greater
conservation of indoor use yearround

Estimated
Cost
Estimated
Savings

6
Total

21

Estimated
Cost

8
Total

25

Estimated
Savings

6

A page from an informational pamphlet showing
research conducted by SLOSG and SLO Green
Build for the County of San Luis Obispo’s Septic
Decommissioning and Reuse Plan for the Los
Osos Wastewater Project.
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